Given a piecewise invertible map T : X ! X and a weight g : X ! ]0; 1 , a conformal measure is a probability measure on X such that, for all measurable A X with T : A ! TA invertible, 
Introduction
Consider a weighted dynamical system, i.e., a self-map T of some space X together with a positively valued function g : X !]0; 1 . The purpose of thermodynamical formalism is to study equilibrium states and their properties. An equilibrium state is a T-invariant probability measure on X, characterized by the following variational principle: P g ( e ; T) = sup P g ( ; T) where P g ( ; T An indication of the importance of this notion is that if X is a manifold, T di erentiable and g is the inverse of the Jacobian of T w.r.t. Lebesgue measure, then (in many settings) the equilibrium states are exactly the a.c.i.m.'s, i.e., the absolutely continuous (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) invariant probability measures.
For general weight g, the equilibrium states are singular w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. But it turns out that (in many setting), they are again characterized by their absolute continuity w.r.t. to a special, not invariant, probability measure, the conformal measure, i.e., a probability measure with Jacobian 1=g w.r.t. T. Such results for the setting considered in this paper were proved in 2], but the existence of a conformal measure was proved only in the piecewise a ne case (and assumed in the other cases).
In this paper we build such conformal measures for general, multi-dimensional and non-Markov piecewise invertible maps, completing the study of thermodynamical formalism of such systems done in 2], 3]. Our assumptions are natural generalizations of those encountered in the one-dimensional case (see, e.g., 5, 8] and the references therein) and they are sati ed in many higher dimensional cases, see below.
To state our results we need some de nitions. Main Theorem Let (X; Z; T) be a piecewise invertible system with weight g. Assume that:
(a) P g (@Z; T) < P g (X; T). { the measurability of m( ; x) (see Section 3 for the de nition).
Elsewhere only sup Y g < 1 is needed.
As it was pointed in the introduction, the existence of conformal measures is motivated by the study of equilibrium states. Recall that these are the invariant probability measures e such that:
h( e ; T) + Z X log g d e = sup h( ; T) + Z X log g d = P g (X; T):
Applying 2], we get: Corollary 1.1 Assume that (X; Z; T; g) sati es the requirements of the theorem. Then there exists exactly one ergodic equilibrium state e .
Moreover it is ergodic and coincides with the unique invariant probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to the conformal measure .
3] then gives an estimate of the rate of mixing depending on the smoothness of (T; g). For Comments. The essential condition in our Main Theorem, besides bounded distortion, is the smallness of the topological pressure of the boundary. This is the same condition as in previous works 2, 3] and we believe it to be a very signi cant one, in fact the key to the generalization of many one-dimensional results.
We would like to stress two features of our proof. The rst one is that, in contrast to most of the previous works, we do not enlarge the dynamical space X to have the transfer operator acting on continuous functions, but rather enlarge the functional space beyond continuous functions.
The second one is that we are able to work with bounded functions and do not need fancier spaces like functions of bounded variation, which have rather subtle properties in higher dimensions.
Question. As we said, we work under assumptions routinely made in the one-dimensional setting 8], except for (e) which is speci cally multidimensional.
It would be interesting to know whether one can suppress this assumption, as well as (d) and (f).
2 Construction of a positive eigenfunctional. Observe that a probability measure belongs to B 0 and that being conformal is the same as being an eigenfunctional for L and some positive (
Remark 2.2 Any such doesn't give mass to the boundary: L n 1 @Zn = 0 and
(
Since we are looking for a probability measure, we will restrict the action of L to the following subset C of B 0 : C = f 2 B 0 ; (1 X ) = (1 Y ) = 1 and (f) 0 for all f 0g:
We shall consider the weak star topology on B 0 and its subset C without further notice.
The normalized operator N : C ! C is de ned by:
Thus we are looking for xed points of N : C ! C. To nd them, we are going to apply the Schauder-Tychono theorem 6, V.10.5]. To begin with, remark that C is obviously a convex subset of the topological vector space B 0 , which is locally convex. Also C is non-empty as it contains for instance x ( x (f) = f(x), x 2 X is given). Thus it remains to check the following hypothesis:
1. N : C ! C is well-de ned. 2. C is compact. 3. N : C ! C is continuous. 
as L1 XnY = 0 (only points in Y have an image).
Thus, condition 1 is satis ed.
Recall the To prove the claim assume 2 V ( 0 ; "; g 1 ; : : : ; g n+1 ). By de nition, we have for all j = 1; : : : ; n + 1: Then the eigenvalue associated to is = exp P g (X; T). The proof of the converse inequality is more delicate and will make heavy use of the condition P g (@Z; T) < P g (X; T). We proceed pretty much like in the proof of Proposition E in 2], except that not being a measure, we shall have to check a measurability property (Lemma (3.2) below) \by hand". Recall that the measure-theoretic pressure of is:
We have the variational principle, i.e., the topological pressure is the supremum of the measure-theoretic pressures: this follows from paragraph 3.2 of 2] using that P g (@Z; T) < P g (T ) and that Z generates. This is easy to see as for ergodic measures with pressure strictly greater than P g (@Z; T), the symbolic dynamics can be identi ed with (X; T), and the variational principle holds for the symbolic dynamics by a classical result (see for instance 4, chap.18].)
To conclude we will prove that the measure-theoretic pressures are bounded by log , using the approach of 2] which combines a result of Ledrappier 7] and \shadowing" estimates.
Fix an ergodic invariant probability measure . We can assume that: P g ( ; T) > P g (@Z; T) (otherwise there is nothing to prove, as P g (@Z; T) < P g (X; T)). The assumption (e) that each cylinder has nitely many connected components is used for the proof of the following lemma: Lemma 3. The proof is based on the notion of the shadowing of a measure by a set introduced in 1]. We recall it for the convenience of the reader.
A measure~ onX is shadowed by S X if for every " > 0 and~ -a.e.
x 2X there exist n > " ?1 and s 2 S such that: d(T k (p(T ?nx )); T k (s)) < " 80 k n:
i.e., the orbit is made of arbitrarily long beginnings of orbits starting in S.
The main consequence of shadowing is that it implies that P g (~ ;T) P g (S; T) 2 We may assume n k+1 to be minimal for the given n k . Then, we must have that (@T A ?n k+1 ) \ A ?n k+1 +1 : : : A 0 ] 6 = ;. Thus the itinerary ofT ?n k+1 +1x is the same as that of some point of Z. Using that diam(Z M ) < " and shifting byT ?M , we get that~ is shadowed by Z, a contradiction which proves the claim. We rst check that the form m is well-de ned, i.e., thatx 7 ! m(x; S) is measurable. Observe that by assumption (b) of the Main Theorem, is uniformly continuous on its domain of de nition. Thus we can extend it to a continuous function de ned on the whole ofX X . It is then routine to check that, if W is any given measurable subset of X, the following is
Now, use the previous Lemma to write: 1 W(x) = P E2P 1 E 1 W(E) . The measurability of m( ; S) follows. In particular, m(S) is well-de ned.
We follow closely Ledrappier 7] for the rest of the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let Q(x) = (1 W(x) (x; )) (remark that the function to which we apply is indeed a function over X, notX). A crucial observation is that the previous Lemma implies: 0 < Q(x) < 1 for~ -a.e.x. Indeed, (x; ) > 0 on W(x) which is a non-empty open subset and which therefore satis es (1 W(x) ) > 0.
using that Z(Tx) \ TW(x) = W(Tx) and (Tx; z) = (x; y) g(y)
g(x) where y = T ?1 Z(x) (z). We claim that: ZX log m(x; Z 0 (x)) d~ (x) = ZX log g d~ ? log :
Remark that if log Q was integrable, this equality would be an immediate consequence of the above computation. But we only know that log Q is a.e. Convergence a.e. implies convergence in probability. Now the above computation shows that the Birkho average in the previous equation is equal to 1 n log Q T n ? log Q + ZX log g d~ ? log :
As log Q is almost everywhere nite, this average must converge in probability to RX log g d~ ? log . The claim follows.
Recalling that = W k 0T
?k and that generates, it is easy to see that generates and that is ner thanT , hence the entropy of can be This concludes the proof of Proposition (2.1).
4 de nes a conformal measure.
We are going to prove that de nes a conformal measure and this will conclude the proof of our Main Theorem.
Let C c (S) be the set of continuous functions with compact compact support contained in S. Of course C c (X) = C(X), as X is compact.
Since jC(X) is a positive linear form on C(X), the Riesz representation theorem implies that there exists , a positive Borel measure, such that:
In particular, (1 X ) = (1 X ) = 1 so that is a probability measure. Since the probability is a regular measure (as a Borel measure on a compact set), we have the following property: For each " > 0, there exists U " open neighbourhood of @TZ, such that (U " ) < ".
As usual, we consider f " 2 C c (X n @TZ) such that:
f " = f in X n U " f " f in U " :
Then:
The conformality of follows using the following approximations: Let A be a Borel set such that T : A ! TA is invertible and let " > 0. Since is regular, there exist K " compact and O " open such that K " A O and:
Consider g " continuous with compact support such that: 8 < : 
